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Omeka exhibition 

on medieval objects 

in the Museum of 

London

https://medievallondon.ace.fordham.edu/

E.L. Cuenca and M. Kowaleski, “Using Omeka and 

Other Digital Platforms for Undergraduate 

Research Projects on the Middle Ages,” The Digital 

Medievalist, 11:1 (2018) at 
https://journal.digitalmedievalist.org/articles/10.16995/dm.69/  
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Sample page 

from Resources 

section 

https://medievallondoners.ace.fordham.edu/chronicles/
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Aims of the Medieval Londoners Project:

1)To develop a digital resource that can be contributed to and used by 

undergraduate and graduate students

2)To create a collaborative learning environment for students and other 

team members

3)To provide an accessible online resource for students, scholars, and 

members of the public to discover more about the people who lived in 

medieval London and the online and print resources that contain 

information about them

4)To create an off-the-shelf online prosopographical database that does 

not require significant funding or custom coding 5
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What is Prosopography?

• A research method that systematically brings together data about 

a specific group of persons in order to reveal patterns that result 

from or influence historical processes

• Collective biography of a defined social group whose individual 

members are insufficiently documented for a biographical approach 

(defined by what they have in common, such as occupation, 

political rank, place of residence, family ties, gild membership …)

• Large data sets can compensate for scarce or missing data

• Focuses more on the average or typical characteristics of the group 

than the unusual. 
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Development of Prosopography

1. The approach was formalized in the late 19th century by classicists 

who concentrated on collecting biographical data about members of a 

political elite to understand the acquisition and use of political power 

2. In the 1970s, growing use of the technique to study large groups of 

badly documented individuals of lower status: search for the ‘typical’ 

3. 1970s-90s saw a proliferation of large-scale, well-funded collaborative 

projects using computers (first mainframe, then PCs)

4. Late 1990s-early 2000s: move to online prosopography in the late: 

emergence of structured or ‘factoid-oriented’ prosopography 

5. Now: digital prosopography and the semantic web (interoperability)
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How older textual 

prospopographies are 

structured into factoid 

prosopographies

From J. R. Martindale, The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire, v. 2 (CUP, 1980)

M. Pasin and J. Bradley, “Factoid-based 

prosopography and computer ontologies: 

towards an integrated approach” Digital 

Scholarship in the Humanities, 30:1 (2015): 86-97, 

at p. 88.
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Factoid list for 

Eadburg in the 

Prosopography of 

Anglo-Saxon 

England [PASE]

http://pase.ac.uk/jsp/pdb?dosp=VIEW_RECORDS&st=PERSON_NAME&value=257&level=1&lbl=Eadburg

http://pase.ac.uk/jsp/pdb?dosp=VIEW_RECORDS&st=PERSON_NAME&value=257&level=1&lbl=Eadburg
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PASE faceted 

search on the 

textual edition 

cited in one 

factoid for 

Eadburg 5

http://pase.ac.uk/jsp/pdb?dosp=VIEW_RECORDS&st=PERSON_NAME&value=257&level=1&lbl=Eadburg

http://pase.ac.uk/jsp/pdb?dosp=VIEW_RECORDS&st=PERSON_NAME&value=257&level=1&lbl=Eadburg


11Fields in the Medieval Londoners Database [MLD]

Record_ID: for each entry 

Person_ID: Same number for each individual

Person_Record_ID: e.g., 100.003 = third record 

for individual with Person_ID of 100

Title

Document_Forename

Document_Surname

Standard_Name

Alias

Identifier: A=alien, C=clergy, M=married couple, 

V=widow or widower W=woman, etc..

Citizen

Gild

Occupation

Occ_Flag: indicates quality of data in Occupation 

field

Activity: Details about individual’s appearance in 

the record (similar to Factoid, but less structured)

Ward

Parish

Street

Civic_Office

Gild_Office

Property: B=buyer, O=owner, T=tenant, etc…

Will: W=will-maker, H-heir, E=executor, etc…

Flag_Year

Year

Date_Range

Doc_Date

Rec_Type

Source

Document

Contributor

Cataloguer

Wiki_URI: link to Wikidata ref to a Londoner

HOP_URI: link to History of Parliamen member bio

Notes
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Selected fields in MLD
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Team Members

Medieval 

Londoners Project

https://medievallondoners.ace.fordham.edu/about-us/

https://medievallondoners.ace.fordham.edu/about-us/

